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Induction benefits from useful priors. Penalized regression approaches, like ridge regression,
shrink weights toward zero but zero association is usually not a sensible prior. Inspired by sim-
ple and robust decision heuristics humans use, we constructed non-zero priors for penalized
regression models that provide robust and interpretable solutions across several tasks. Our
approach enables estimates from a constrained model to serve as a prior for a more general
model, yielding a principled way to interpolate between models of differing complexity. We
successfully applied this approach to a number of decision and classification problems, as well
as analyzing simulated brain imaging data. Models with robust priors had excellent worst-
case performance. Solutions followed from the form of the heuristic that was used to derive
the prior. These new algorithms can serve applications in data analysis and machine learning,
as well as help in understanding how people transition from novice to expert performance.
Inference from data is most successful when it involves a helpful inductive bias or prior belief. Regularized regression
approaches, such as ridge regression, incorporate a penalty term that complements the fit term by providing a con-
straint on the solution, akin to how Occam’s razor favors solutions that both fit the observed data and are simple. By
incorporating such constraints or prior beliefs, the hope is that models will better predict future outcomes.
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What makes a good prior belief or inductive bias? In the case of ridge regression, the norm of the regression coefficients
is shrunk toward zero [1, 2] to control model complexity and reduce overfitting. However, in many domains, zero is
not a reasonable a priori guess for the true association between variables. For example, it would be strange to a
priori predict the quality of a new home would be unaffected by the experience of the workers, quality of materials,
reputation of the architect, etc. Because the world is somewhat predictable, a prior centered on the origin (Figure 1) is
inappropriate.
If not zero, where does one turn for a useful prior? One answer is to look to human behavior. Humans use an assortment
of clever strategies for learning and decision-making that perform well even in conditions of low knowledge. Simple
heuristics that are fast and frugal [3] excel when training examples are scarce [4]. People can also shift to more
complex strategies when resources are available [5]. With increasing experience and expertise, humans often acquire
a sophisticated understanding of domains.
Although heuristics are efficient and robust models in their own right, we propose they are a useful starting point
or prior for more complete characterizations of domains. Advantages of heuristics include their ecological validity
[3, 6] and robustness across decision problems. Their weakness is insensitivity to aspects of the data due to their rigid
inductive bias [7, 4]. This weakness is ameliorated when heuristics function as priors within more complex models
because priors can be overcome by additional data, much like how human experts develop more complex and nuanced
knowledge with increasing experience in a domain. When data are abundant, the encompassing model would master
the subtleties of the domain, whereas when data are scarce the heuristic prior would help guide predictions and increase
robustness. Because the heuristics themselves are interpretable models, the solution of the encompassing model could
be understood in terms of deviations from the heuristic prior.
We used two well-known heuristics, tallying (TAL) and take-the-best (TTB) [3], as priors in regularized regression
models. These heuristics predict which of two options is preferable. For example, TAL or TTB could predict whether
a rural or urban home is preferable based on several cues (Figure 2A). Each cue is ternary valued and indicates whether
the left (−1) or right (+1) option is preferred on that dimension, with 0 for a tie. TAL is a simple majority voting rule
whereas TTB bases its decision on the single most predictive cue that can discriminate between the alternatives (both
heuristics explained below; also, see Figure 2).
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To use a heuristic as a prior, we use a two-step model-fitting procedure (cf. [8]). In step 1, we fit the heuristic to the
training data. The resulting point estimate for the weight vector provides the penalty term (weighted by the penalty
parameter θ) within a regularized regression model in step 2. The penalty term shrinks regression coefficients toward
the heuristic solution, as opposed to
−→
0 as in ridge regression (Figure 1). Increasing θ increases the strength of the
prior, eventually pushing the regression solution to fully agree with the heuristic (cf. [4]).
Our approach integrates heuristics with full-information (regression) models in a principled way that applies to a broad
class of heuristics. The approach is to subtract a carefully constructed vector inside the penalty term of the well-known
L2 cost function used in ridge regression. The cost function for standard ridge regression is
wˆridge = argmin
w
{‖y −Xw‖22 + θ‖w −wprior‖22}, (1)
where ‖ · ‖2 is the Euclidean (L2) norm, y is the dependent variable [y1, ..., yn]T , X is an n × m matrix with one
column for each of the m predictor variables xj ,wprior is a column vector of zeros
−→
0 = [01, ..., 0m]
T ,w is a vector
of estimated regression coefficients [w1, ..., wm]T , and θ ≥ 0 is a tunable penalty parameter.1
The first term inside the argmin of Equation 1 promotes goodness-of-fit in the model, whereas the second term —
known as the penalty term — promotes smaller weights w. As θ increases, the weights tend to wprior in the limit
(Figure 1). (The derivation of the optimal weights w∗ridge is included in the SI.) However, when θ = 0, the model is
equivalent to ordinary least squares (OLS) regression. OLS regression estimates coefficients without the penalty term:
wˆOLS = argmin
w
{‖y −Xw‖22} (2)
Normally,wprior is not included in Equation 1; it is implicit in more standard specifications of ridge regression, where
the penalty term is written simply as θ‖w‖22. Nevertheless, instead of a
−→
0 vector, one can generalize ridge regression
with alternative constructions of wprior (Figure 1).
As argued above, choosing this vector intelligently might improve learning of wˆridge by imposing a more sensible
inductive bias [7]. Although the decision-making literature has traditionally proposed that humans use certain classes
1Arrows over numerals and lowercase boldface are for vectors whereas uppercase boldface is for matrices or tensors. Carets are
reserved for estimates, tildes for normalized scalars and overbars for arithmetic means.
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of heuristics due to cognitive limitations [9, 10, 11], heuristics have also been justified from their ecological validity
[3, 12, 4]. That is, the inductive biases they embody agree with the statistical structure of many natural environments,
thus leading to better performance. Taking inspiration from the TAL and TTB heuristics, both in their success in
describing human decision making [9, 13, 14, 15] and in application to real world statistical problems [3, 4], we
propose a construction of wprior based on these heuristics.
In the next section, we discuss how to construct priors from TAL and TTB. We then report three applications. In the
first application, we compared generalization performance (test set accuracy) and interpretability of model solutions
on 20 classical datasets previously used in the decision-making literature [3, 4]. There, the decision-making problem
was to choose the better item within a pair (see Figure 2A and below). In the second application, we evaluated our
approach within a classification paradigm in which a single item is assigned to one of two classes (e.g., friend or foe?).
In the final application, we demonstrated the generality and benefits of our approach by analysing simulated brain
imaging data where the prior is derived from a technique [16] that seeks to minimize collinearity amongst predictors
in a manner that parallels how we derive heuristic priors.
Robust priors based on decision-making heuristics
TAL and TTB do not adapt their form or complexity in light of the data. For example, TAL is an equal-weights
algorithm that uses only the signs of the coefficients [3, 12]: the estimated weights wˆj are constrained to be either −1
or 1 (Figure 2E).
The Tallying decision rule (TAL) is defined as
yˆi = sign
∑
j
sign(vˆjxij)
 (3)
where vˆj =
R−W
R+W
∈ [−1, 1] (4)
A cue’s estimated cue validity vˆj is defined as the difference between the numbers of correct predictions R and
incorrect predictionsW , divided by the total number of predictions across all observationsR+W [17]. 2 Observations
2Previous literature has defined cue validities as R/(R+W ). The definition used here is a linear transformation that simplifies
description of the models.
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that do not present a prediction (i.e., xij = 0) are ignored. Notably, cue validities depend only on the relationship
between each cue and the outcome, and not on covariance between cue. Thus, the definition of vˆj is what makes
heuristics insensitive to cue covariance. When assessing model performance, the validities vˆj are estimated for each
training set.
The Take-the-Best (TTB) decision rule is
yˆi = sign(xij∗) (5)
where j∗ = argmax
j
{| vˆj |: xij 6= 0} (6)
Whereas TAL sums the signs of the predictors to determine its response, TTB relies on the top predictor that differ-
entiates the two options. When there is no evidence for either option, both TAL and TTB choose randomly (with
probability p = 0.5 for each option). This occurs for TAL when Equation 3 yields 0 and for TTB when every xij
equals 0.
We now define wprior based on the TAL heuristic, referred to as wTAL prior. First, we determine a scalar coefficient
wˆTAL scale shared across all predictor variables xj :
wˆTAL scale = argmin
w
{‖y −X(qˆw)‖22}. (7)
This equation is the same as Equation 2 except that the vector w has been replaced by the product of a scalar w and a
column vector qˆ, which has cue directionalities qˆj = sign(vˆj). Using this scalar, we define:
wTAL prior = qˆwˆTAL scale. (8)
To constructwTTB prior, we build from the intuition that TTB is equivalent to a noncompensatory weight vector such
as 2rˆ, where rˆ is a vector of ascending ranks for the absolute cue validities, rˆj = |{j′ : |vˆj′ | < |vˆj |}|. Paralleling the
definition of the wTAL prior, for the wTTB prior, we also determine a shared scalar:
wˆTTB scale = argmin
w
{‖y −XTTB(qˆw)‖22} (9)
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wTTB prior = qˆwˆTTB scale. (10)
However, we have a new design matrixXTTB in Equation 9, defined by
XTTB =XPˆ (11)
with Pˆ being a diagonal matrix
Pˆ = diag(φrˆ), where φ := 2. (12)
This transformation has the effect of encoding cue validity directly into the design matrix by scaling each regressor
according to a geometric progression. In order for wTTB prior to function appropriately as a wprior, the original
design matrix X is replaced with XTTB in Equation 1. When instead φ := 1, we recover the TAL prior. Note also
that this entire procedure is nearly equivalent to working with the original design matrixX and taking wTTB prior to
be proportional to Pˆ qˆ (the vector of signed exponentiated ranks, qˆjφrˆj ) rather than to qˆ, except that the weights are
differentially penalized according to their ranks.
With these priors defined, we can now formally specify two regularized regression models. The TAL-prior model is
defined by Equation 1 with wprior = wTAL prior. The TTB-prior model is defined by Equation 1 with wprior =
wTTB prior and withX replaced byXTTB .
In contrast to OLS, the use of the common scalar for all cues in the prior for both TAL-prior and TTB-prior highlights
that both heuristics are insensitive to cue covariance information (see Figure 2E,F). For TAL-prior, the common scalar
reflects the fact that TAL is a (fully) compensatory strategy, whereas the design matrix in TTB-prior, XTTB , reflects
the fact that TTB is a non-compensatory strategy. Later, we will evaluate how these differing priors affect the nature
of penalized regression solutions.
Logistic ridge regression
The first two applications reported here use logistic ridge regression [18, 19, 20]. To estimate weights for penalized
logistic regression, wˆlog(ridge), we first obtain a scale parameter for an unpenalized logistic regression via maximum
6
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likelihood, where as above the weight vector is constrained to be proportional to the cue directionalities:
wˆlog scale = argmax
w
Pr[y|X,w = wqˆ]. (13)
The likelihood for logistic regression is as usual:
Pr[yi|Xi·,w] =
{
1
1+exp(Xi·w)
, yi = 0
1
1+exp(−Xi·w) , yi = 1,
(14)
whereXi· denotes the ith row ofX . We then define wlog prior as
wlog prior = qˆ | wˆlog scale | . (15)
We then insert wlog prior into our final objective function for regularized logistic regression:
wˆlog(ridge) = argmax
w
{
Pr[y|X,w]− 12θ‖w −wlog prior‖22
}
. (16)
See Supplementary Information (SI) for an approximation of wˆlog(ridge) for regularized logistic regression via the
Newton-Raphson iterative algorithm.
Application I: Heuristic decision making
Regularized regression models with heuristic priors were evaluated on the 20 datasets that have been previously used
to compare heuristics with ordinary least squares (OLS) regression [3, 21, 4]. For each of the 20 problems, the cues
for the two options on each trial were binary valued (see Methods for more details), which leads to ternary-valued
inputs according to our coding scheme (see Figure 2A). The decision in our coding scheme is −1 for the left choice
and +1 for the right choice, which was mapped to 0 and 1 for logistic regression. Formally, the training pairs for each
problem are (x1, y1), ..., (xn, yn) with xi ∈ {−1, 0, 1}m.
As the penalty parameter θ increases, the penalized regression models with thewTAL prior andwTTB prior converge
to their corresponding heuristics (Figure 3A). As predicted, these models are robust across the range of θ values
because they converge to a reasonable estimate (i.e., a sensible heuristic). In contrast, while ridge regression performs
well overall, its performance suffers at higher penalty values as its weights are pulled toward
−→
0 . The robustness of the
penalized regression models with heuristic priors held across the 20 datasets (Figure 3B). Notice that regularization
using any nonzero prior is not sufficient for robustness – an ad hoc nonzero prior (OLS Permuted Prior) was not robust.
7
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Although regression models are interpretable in that each feature’s importance follows from its weight, the heuristic
penalty terms make clear how the prior shapes the solution and how the solution differs from the prior, which itself is
an interpretable solution. To evaluate how the form of the solution changes as a function of the prior, we calculated
normalized Shannon entropy defined as:
H˜ =
−∑j w˜j log2w˜j
−∑j 1m log2 1m (17)
where w˜j is
w˜j =
|wˆj |
‖wˆ‖1φ
rˆj , (18)
φ := 1 for TAL-prior and φ := 2 for TTB-prior, and ‖ · ‖1 is the L1 norm, such that H˜ ∈ [0, 1] for any number (m) of
predictors. Equation 17 provides an intuitive measure of how compensatory a solution is. The measure will peak at 1
when the predictive force of the weights is uniform, as in the TAL heuristic.
We confirmed that H˜ for the TAL-prior model would converge to 1 with increasing penalty θ, in contrast to the TTB-
prior model. We also predicted ridge regression’s H˜ would be somewhat lower than TAL-prior’s. That is, convergence
to a
−→
0 weights vector for standard ridge regression is nonsensical and effectively resisted in the optimization, provid-
ing more heterogeneous weights than otherwise expected. These predictions held (Figures 3C,D).
In these 20 decision problems, models using priors based on TAL and TTB were robust across the entire range of prior
strengths. These penalized regression models shrunk to a reasonable prior based on a simple heuristic that discards
covariance information amongst predictive cues. The forms of the solutions were interpretable and followed from the
priors.
Application II: Breast Cancer Classification
In this application, we conducted the same analyses as in Application I, but for a classification problem as opposed
to a forced choice between two options. We applied the models to the Breast Cancer Wisconsin (Diagnostic) Data
Set from the UCI data repository [22]. In this task, models predicted whether an item was cancerous or not based on
binary features (see Methods for more details). The predictors were discrete as in Application I, though the identical
approach would apply to continuous predictors or to a mixture of discrete and continuous predictors.
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The results were in accord with Application I. The models with a heuristic prior were robust across the range of θ
values (Figure 4A). As in Application I, the priors shaped the form of the solution in the predicted manner (Figure 4B)
with the TAL-prior model having the most compensatory solutions.
Application III: Estimation in Brain Imaging Analyses
In Applications I and II, the task was to generalize from training items to make decisions about test items. In Applica-
tion III, the objective was to estimate the weights themselves. We considered simulated functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) time series that allowed for comparing estimates to ground truth.
Brain imaging datasets are challenging to analyze because they measure the brain’s hemodynamic response, which
is a temporal and spatially autocorrelated, high-dimensional, noisy, and time-lagged signal. The signal is composed
of thousands of voxels (voluminous pixels) with coordinates in space (x, y, z) and time (n time-points). Correlations
across space and time due to psychological (e.g., [23]), neurovascular [24] and physical [25] effects complicate the
independence and linearity assumptions used to model the signal in each voxel. Furthermore, the observed blood-
oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) signal is only indirectly related to the outcome variable of interest (neural activity),
via the hemodynamic response function (HRF), which is normally modelled as a double gamma function.
In task fMRI, the BOLD time series for a voxel is modelled by weighting events, such as a sequence of pictures (e.g.,
dog, truck, face, etc.) presented to a study participant. In addition to nuisance regressors, one typically estimates a
beta weight for each event (convolved with the HRF). We refer to this standard method as least squares all (LSA),
which is unpenalized and plays a role analogous to OLS in Applications I and II.
However, for the reasons discussed above, collinearity in the time series can compromise parameter estimation [26],
particularly in rapid event designs (e.g., trial duration of one or two seconds). One proposed solution, which we refer
to as least squares separate (LSS), is to estimate a separate model for each event rather than a single model for all
events [27]. Each model estimates one beta weight for the target event (i.e., trial) and a second shared beta weight for
all other events [28]. In practice, LSS produces better (less variable) estimates by being less sensitive to collinearity
in the time series [16].
We view LSS as analogous to the heuristics considered in Applications I and II. The TAL and TTB heuristics are
insensitive to cue covariance. Specifically, cue validity and cue direction are estimated individually for each predictor.
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Moreover, we implemented these heuristics in a regression framework with a single beta weight (e.g., wˆTAL scale) to
derive a prior. In both models, simplification is achieved by forcing multiple predictors to share a single regression
weight. Analogously, each LSS model forces all but the target event (out of potentially hundreds of events) to share a
common beta weight.
Like TAL and TTB, we predicted that LSS would provide an effective prior for a penalized regression model because
it provides a reasonable and robust starting point to move from when the data warrant. We predicted that a penalized
regression model with an LSS prior would outperform both LSS (high θ) and the LSA approach (θ = 0).
To build a continuum of models between LSA and LSS, we include the weights derived from LSS as a target (i.e.,
prior) in the penalty term within a regularized LSA model. Thus, the weights from the LSS-prior model are estimated
with the following objective:
argmin
w
{‖y −XLSAw‖22 + θ‖w −wLSS prior‖22} (19)
Paralleling our treatment of the decision heuristics as priors, Equation 19 specifies a continuum of models ranging
from LSA (θ = 0) to LSS (θ → ∞). For all models, y is the activation time series for a single voxel; with spatial
indices (i.e., coordinates in brain space) its notation is yxyz. See Methods for details on XLSA and wˆLSS , how the
data were simulated and the models tested.
Our main prediction held (see Figure 5). Across a range of task conditions, our penalized regression approach with
wLSS prior outperformed both LSS (equivalent to large θ) and LSA (equivalent to θ = 0) for intermediate penalty
values of θ (Figure 5). LSS provided an effective prior for our penalized regression. Replicating previous work,
RMSE was lower for LSS than LSA, akin to less-is-more effects in which decision heuristics can best OLS (e.g., TTB
in Figure 3A).
General Discussion
We looked toward human decision making to identify an effective prior for regularized regression and found that
decision heuristics which disregard cue covariance information offer a number of advantages, such as robustness and
10
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interpretability. These heuristics offered a sensible starting point compared to the usual way of defining wprior for
most ridge regression applications (i.e., as the zero vector).
Here we have presented three different types of applications in over twenty different datasets, germane to the fields of
decision making, fMRI analysis, and statistical modelling. We have validated the utility of using heuristics like TAL
and TTB to construct wprior, as well as using other algorithms which lack a normative foundation and parallel the
operation of heuristics — like LSS in the case of fMRI time series modelling.
Three main benefits of no-covariance priors are worth highlighting. First, predictions using a no-covariance prior are
likely to provide at least as good, if not better, predictions than a vector of zeros as coefficients. Examples of the TTB-
prior model outperforming other models are seen in Figure 3A and in the lower RMSE values obtained in Application
III.
Second, catastrophic failure of the model is avoided for extremely high values of θ, whereas in normal ridge regression,
convergence to the zero vector for high penalty values results in essentially random guessing for the comparison
and classification tasks presented here. Convergence toward very small weights may also create implementation
issues on digital computers which have limited precision. For example, differences in how floating point numbers are
represented in supporting software libraries could reduce the reproducibility of results.
Third, this class of priors has theoretical significance. On the one hand, the model class introduced here further
integrates the notions of heuristic decision making and full information algorithms along one continuum of models
(as in [4]). Choosing heuristic priors that contrast compensatoriness of the environment, like TAL and TTB do, helps
us interpret both the solutions of our models and the environment itself in an easier way than is possible with OLS or
the Zero prior model. Likewise, the solution of the encompassing model could be understood in terms of deviations
from the heuristic prior. On the other hand, our framework provides a way to simulate fMRI data with LSS weights,
previously not possible due to the arbitrariness of defining weights for the LSS nuisance variables (see Application
III).
The theoretical contribution of this model class is worth emphasizing since it also provides a lens on why heuristics
are useful in the first place. The priors offered by heuristics confer robustness; unlike the Zero prior, they embody a
sensible inductive bias. This dovetails with why heuristics can operate defeasibly. Speculatively, humans and other
11
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cognitive agents may have evolved to implement these priors as a rule. Like Occam’s razor, humans also show bias
towards simple solutions for many decision-making tasks [29, 10]. With expertise (i.e., acquiring more data), the
solutions can change [30], but initially, very general strategies like assuming independence among covariates have
been documented [31, 32]. Instead of being all-or-none, heuristic use may move along a continuum [33] as a function
of prior strength and experience.
With reference to models of human decision making, this class of algorithms has further potential. Referring back
to the roots of regularized regression, Tikhonov [2] initially constructed this type of regularization in a more general
form:
wˆridge = argmin
w
{‖y −Xw‖22 + ‖Γ(w −wprior)‖22} (20)
where θ has been replaced with a matrix Γ. This enables the implementation of different penalty values for different
directions in weight space. Admittedly, choosing Γ would require knowledge of the data. Our results suggest there
might be some advantage in this kind of stepwise approach, where one model’s output provides another model’s prior.
From a psychological point of view, this would enable modelling attention through the scaling of dimensions [35]. Al-
though empirical studies show humans usually employ attention solely along individual dimensions (i.e., the diagonal
of ΓTΓ [36, 37]), other applications (like our fMRI example) could benefit from this generality [38]. Furthermore, the
models presented here provide only point estimates of wˆridge, but there is also no obstacle in expanding them to the
Bayesian setting to obtain the full posterior distribution as well. Other generalizations of such regression algorithms
include adding a matrix that puts weights on observations themselves [20] or even using heuristic regularizers for more
complex models like neural networks.
In conclusion, we find this class of priors particularly interesting both for methodological and theoretical reasons.
Assuming independence among predictor variables seems to be a reasonable assumption in most cases, at least as an
initial step to data modelling. However, even for training regimes with plenty of observations, we have also made
the case as to why such priors can still be useful in their robustness under extreme penalty values. Linking insights
across fields as disparate as decision making and advanced methodologies for fMRI data analysis, we are confident
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that these robust priors for regularized regression will find even further utility in other fields, surpassing the theoretical
contributions that we have hinted at here.
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Methods
Application I: Heuristic decision making
The preprocessed data were retrieved from an Open Science Foundation (OSF) repository [40], used to evaluate the
half-ridge and COR models by [4]. In accord with previous research, cue attributes were dichotomized by median
split [3, 4]. The data were transformed into a format appropriate for decision-making problems where all pairwise
comparisons between observations were encoded as the signed differences in (binary) attributes (possible values:
-1, 0, and +1). The dependent variable was dichotomized for each pairwise comparison: e.g., in the homestead
example (Figure 2A), rural is coded as -1 (or 0 for logistic models) and urban is coded as +1. This is common
procedure in the decision-making literature [3, 21, 4]. Formally, this consists of training pairs (x1, y1), ..., (xn, yn)
with xi ∈ {−1, 0, 1}m. All results were computed for 1000 iterations (i.e., different partitions into training and test
sets) for all penalty values.
As a sanity check, the TAL-prior and TTB-prior models were validated on simulated data in the SI (Figures S1 and
S2, respectively) by tracking their agreement with OLS predictions. Effectively, agreement with OLS is higher for low
penalty values and agreement with TAL-prior or TTB-prior is higher for high penalty values. Individual plots for each
of the twenty datasets are also included in the SI (Figures S3 and S4).
Application II: Breast Cancer Wisconsin (Diagnostic) Data Set
The data comprises nine cues (m = 9) that describe characteristics of the cell nuclei present in digitized images of
fine needle aspirate (FNA) of breast masses [22]. Data points with missing cue values were removed, resulting in a
total of n = 478 observations. All variables were binarized by median split.
In an analogous fashion to how we constructed X in Application I, here we transformed the original data by median
splits. For each cue, if the value was equal to the median, it received a value of 0, if it was above the median it
was equal to +1 and if it was below the median it was equal to −1. Formally, this also produces training pairs
(x1, y1), ..., (xn, yn) with xi ∈ {−1, 0, 1}m. However, we did not construct a matrix of pairwise comparisons of
observations as before. The dependent variable was binary, y ∈ {−1,+1}, coding for malignant and benign tumours,
respectively. This preprocessing of the data X is closer to the way regression models are calculated for everyday
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applications. Here we used a fixed training set size of 100. Both the mean test accuracy (Figure 4A and Figure S5 in
the SI) and the mean normalized entropy (Figure 4B and Figure S6 in the SI) were averaged over 1000 iterations for
each penalty value.
Application III: fMRI Model Details
In Application III, we pivot to a different kind of heuristic, this time within the context of functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging (fMRI) time series analysis. Here we recap the benefits of introducing an LSS (least squares separate)
[16] prior.
For fMRI time series analysis, LSS estimates the effect of rapid events, wˆ, with the goal of reducing the impact of
collinearity between events inX . Here too, there is an advantage of using a heuristic prior: the statistical convenience
of removing unwanted collinearity — due to a variety of psychological, neurovascular and technical factors — for
estimation of the coefficients. Collinearity can inflate the variance of parameter estimates of interest. Parameter esti-
mates from a general linear model (GLM) are often used as input to multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) techniques
such as support vector machines [41]. Both bias and high variance in the parameter estimates can theoretically hurt
performance of such algorithms [42].
Both LSA and LSS are known as massive univariate GLMs, since they model each voxel independently. For a given
voxel, LSA estimates weights as
wˆLSA = (X
T
LSAXLSA)
−1XTLSAy (21)
where y is the BOLD response time series for a voxel andXLSA is the n×m design matrix with number of columns
m equal to the number of trials `, with only one event per trial. (Each xj is an event for LSA, but this changes for
LSS.) This means that a column in XLSA models a single event in the experiment. The number of brain scans or
time-points n is usually larger than the number of trials (events) (n > `) because more than one brain scan is acquired
per trial. Quite commonly, a regressor models an event (such as stimulus presentation) with a boxcar function, that
models the duration of the stimulus, convolved with a double gamma HRF [24]. We will not focus here on how the
regressors that model the BOLD signal are constructed. Instead, we focus on the GLMs that receive those regressors
as input.
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The LSS model differs from the LSA model in that the XLSA matrix is replaced with a set of matrices
XLSS1 , ...,XLSS` which results in one GLM per trial:
wˆLSS1 = s[(X
T
LSS1XLSS1)
−1XTLSS1y]
... (22)
wˆLSS` = s[(X
T
LSS`
XLSS`)
−1XTLSS`y]
EachXLSSk has dimensions n×2, where n is the same as before. Each weight wˆLSSk is selected as the first coefficient
from its respective GLM, via mutipication by s = [1 0]. Each XLSSk is constructed as mentioned above, with the
first predictor variable XLSSks
T modelling a single experimental trial of interest (i.e., the kth trial) and the second
predictor being a nuisance variable XLSSk [0 1]
T modelling all other trials in the experiment (i.e., all ` − 1 trials
excluding trial k). The LSS-prior model in the main text uses wˆLSS as wˆLSS prior.
Simulated fMRI Data
There were 1000 simulations performed for each of 9 different designs (see below) with varying levels of signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) and interstimulus intervals (ISI; time between events). The simulations were performed on modified
code from the rsatoolbox [39], which can be consulted at:
https://github.com/bobaseb/rsa toolbox lss/tree/develop/LSS project
Each simulation consisted of a cluster (i.e., region of interest) of task-sensitive signal voxels with observed data
generated for all ` trials by weights Ψ ∈ IRm×d×d×d, where m = ` and each spatial dimension d = 7. The weights Ψ
were embedded in an array tripled along each spatial dimension Ω ∈ IRm×3d×3d×3d (i.e., the simulated brain). The
weights for non-task-sensitive voxels in Ω (i.e., those not in Ψ) were set to zero. Scanner noise E ∈ IRn×3d×3d×3d
had entries ixyz drawn i.i.d. from a centered normal distribution N (0, σ2scanner), where σ2scanner = 10000, and was
added toXLSAΩ to generate the observed signal:
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Y =XLSAΩ +E. (23)
Thus, for a single voxel described by a set of spatial coordinates x, y, z, we have data across time inY ∈ IRn×3d×3d×3d,
represented as yxyz. For observations Y , the subset corresponding to voxels that are task-sensitive is denoted as YΨ.
Notice the use of XLSA to generate simulated data instead of XLSS . In fact, there is no straightforward way to
construct weights Ψ (embedded in Ω) to multiply with the set of matricesXLSSk .
To simulate spatiotemporal correlations in the data, the scanner noise E was smoothed along its four axes for each
run (two runs total, see below), using a Gaussian spatiotemporal smoothing kernel with full width at half maximum
(FWHM) equal to 4 mm for the three spatial dimensions and 4.5 s for the temporal dimension. (Voxel size was set in
millimeters at the default value of 3× 3× 3.75 in the rsatoolbox.)
For each simulation, each coordinate of the effect center (x, y, z, as defined in the rsatoolbox) — where the signal
voxels were placed inside the simulated brain Ω — was uniformly sampled between 1 and 11 inclusive. Two separate
runs (r = 2) were simulated on each of the 1000 iterations and each run had 20 repetitions of each of two stimulus
types (` = 20s and s = 2). Simulating more than one run and stimulus type contributes to the ecological validity of
the simulation, especially for studies that focus on classification (MVPA). Repetition time (TR; duration for obtaining
one full brain scan) was set to 1 second and event duration (ED, the duration of a stimulus on the screen in the MRI
scanner) was set to 1.5 seconds. A trial’s duration is given by ED+ ISI . There are also d`/3e null epochs, randomly
interspersed with the trials, where no stimulus is shown, each with a duration of ED + ISI seconds. This kind of
experimental design is common because it further helps reduce collinearity between trials and aid in the estimation of
w. Thus, for each run n '
4
3 `×(ED+ISI)+tend
TR , where tend is a temporal slack after the last trial that allows the BOLD
signal enough time to decay. The exact number of time-points n depends on the HRF model that was used [24]. This
information is encoded in the design matrixXLSA.
To sample the data-generating weights Ψ with correlations between (task-sensitive) voxels, we did the following: For
each of the `/s = 20 trials per stimulus, we sampled from N (µ,Σ). Each entry µ1, ..., µd3 in mean vectors µ1 and
µ2 (for each stimulus, respectively) was i.i.d., drawn from a normal distribution N (0, σ2Ψ) for three levels of SNR
(σ2Ψ ∈ {10, 15, 20}). These were sampled for each iteration (a thousand iterations total) in each of the nine designs
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(Figure 5) but kept constant across runs. The covariance matrix Σ, with dimensions d3 × d3, induces the correlations
between task-sensitive voxels and was kept constant across runs but resampled on different iterations. It was drawn
from a scaled Wishart distribution W (V , df)/df with degrees of freedom df = d3. The symmetric positive definite
matrix V was constructed with ones on the diagonal and 0.7 for all off-diagonal values, representing a high degree of
correlation between task-sensitive voxels. As presented in Figure 5, the 3x3 design of the simulations had three levels
of ISI ∈ {2, 3, 4} (in seconds) and three levels of SNR (as mentioned above).
After sampling all `× d3 weights for a run, we have the objectM ∈ IR`×d3 . This matrix of weights (trials by voxels)
M was permuted along the temporal dimension ` and was arbitrarily mapped to the spatial coordinates of Ψ — and
by implication, of Ω too— such thatM → Ψ→ Ω, before applying Equation 23.
Model scoring for Application III
Our evaluations of the models were done with the root mean squared error (RMSE) of each wˆ for each model (i.e.,
LSA, LSS, LSA-prior and LSS-prior models) with respect to the ground truth of each vector ψxyz in Ψ:
RMSE(wˆxyz,ψxyz) =
√√√√∑`
j=1
(wˆj − ψj)2
`
(24)
averaged across all the weights for task-sensitive voxels in Ψ and the 1000 iterations of simulated data:
RMSE =
1000∑
1
∑
xyz
RMSE(wˆxyz,ψxyz)
1000d3
(25)
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Figure 1: Shrinking towards zero and non-zero priors. (A) Ridge regression shrinks weights towards −→0 (Zero prior)
in contrast to (B) a model using a prior based on the TAL heuristic where all weights are equal and non-zero (i.e.,
wprior 6= −→0 ). Using priors based on a heuristic (i.e., a constrained model) can increase robustness and interpretability.
Equation 1 is shown at the bottom of panel B. The other equation simply dropswprior, equivalent to standard notation
for ridge regression, here termed the Zero prior model.
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Figure 2: TAL and TTB decision heuristics. (A) A hypothetical decision — choosing between a rural (−1) or urban
(+1) home based on cues ordered by cue validity: low pollution, low price, and proximity to museums. Each cue is
coded as −1 when favoring the left option (rural), +1 for the right option (urban), and 0 when the two options are
equal on that cue. TAL sums cue values, choosing the rural home. TTB chooses based on the best cue (measured by
vˆj , see Equation 4) that distinguishes the options. Here, TTB would choose the urban home based solely on proximity
to museums. (B) The covariance of the cues with the criterion y (urban or rural home), which vˆj measures. (C)
The covariance of the cues with one another; TAL and TTB heuristics disregard this information. (D-F) Illustrations
of OLS, TAL and TTB. Here, OLS strikes a balance for correlated cues; low price and proximity to museums are
(negatively) correlated. Thus, low pollution presents a higher weight w1. TAL and TTB equate the absolute value of
all weights. TTB additionally ranks and scales predictors according to their predictive value vˆj in a non-compensatory
way (multiplying cues by powers of 2).
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Figure 3: Accuracy and normalized entropy for the 20 datasets in Application 1. Training set size was fixed at 50.
(A) Test set accuracy across penalty values for the Obesity dataset. At low penalties, the models all agree with
OLS (unpenalized). Under strong penalties, the Zero prior model (standard ridge regression) converges to chance
performance as weights shrink toward
−→
0 . TAL-prior and TTB-prior models converge toward their respective heuristics
and are robust. (B) Test set accuracy for all 20 datasets for best and worst performing penalty values for each model
(see SI). The OLS permuted prior model is a penalized regression model with a permuted OLS solution as prior.
Heuristic prior models are most robust. (C) Normalized entropy (Equation 17) for the Professors’ Salaries dataset,
which measures how compensatory the weights are. The TAL-prior model becomes maximally compensatory as
penalty increases, unlike the TTB-prior model. (D) Normalized entropy for all 20 datasets across all penalty values,
which orders as TAL-prior, Zero prior, TTB-prior. For B and D, violins represent density estimates for the respective
metric. Each dot is one of 20 datasets. For A and C, shaded areas represent 0.5 standard deviations.
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Figure 4: Generalization performance and normalized entropy for Breast Cancer Wisconsin (Diagnostic) Data Set
after training on 100 items (Application II). The same models are considered here as in Application I (see Figure 3).
(A) Test set accuracy for the best and worst performing penalty value for each model (see SI). The key finding is
that models with heuristic priors are most robust. (B) Normalized entropy (Equation 17) averaged across the range of
penalty values reflects how compensatory a model’s predictions are, led by TAL-prior, followed by the Zero prior, and
finally the TTB-prior model. Each dot represents one of the tested penalty values averaged over 1000 train-test splits.
The gray violins represent the respective density estimates in both panels.
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Figure 5: The fMRI simulation results. Root mean squared error averaged over voxels and simulations (RMSE)
between estimated regression weights wˆ of each model and the true data-generating weights Ψ (see Methods) for
different interstimulus intervals (ISI) and variances (signal-to-noise ratio, SNR: σ2Ψ, see Methods). The 3x3 design
is presented such that each row displays a different level of variance while each column displays a different ISI. Our
LSS-prior model is equivalent to the LSA model (purple circle) when θ = 0 and the LSS model (purple star) when the
θ penalty parameter is large. Shaded areas represent three standard deviations above and below the estimate. Lower
RMSE values convey superior performance. The key finding is our penalized regression model is superior to the
standard LSA model and the LSS model (which serves as the prior) for moderate prior strength θ. For all panels, the
results for all penalty values (in each model and dataset) are averaged over 1000 train-test splits.
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